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Welcome to your Saints Foundation Premier League 
Primary Stars English book.

In this book you are going to learn about a variety of different 

English skills that you can take back to the classroom, alongside 

producing a fantastic piece of writing.

Each week you will work on a new lesson with your Primary Stars 

coach – they are here to help you so ask them loads of questions! 

You are going to improve your skills within:

› Vocabulary 
› Comprehension
› Punctuation
› Grammar
› Writing 

At the end of this book you are going to write a story about a trip 

to St Mary’s Stadium on a match day! Be imaginative and make 

the story exciting. 
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LESSON 1

In order to capture a reader’s attention and make them want 

to read more of your story, you need to use exciting language. 

Adjectives are describing words such as quick, enormous and 

amazing. These types of words motivate the reader to continue  

to read your writing. 

TASK 1

Objective: Find words and phrases that capture  

a reader’s attention.

Can you underline the adjectives in these sentences? 

The stadium looked spectacular in the sun.

The Fans were amazed when Southampton FC scored.

Nathan Redmond looked exciting when he nutmegged  

the defender.
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Think of three adjectives that you might want to use in your 
story. Write them below.

New word:

Using your 3 new words, create 3 sentences about a match day 
at St Mary’s Stadium that could capture a reader’s attention.

TASK 2

New word:

New word:

TASK 3

Sentence 1

Sentence 2

Sentence 3
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LESSON 2 
Describing settings

Being able to describe where your story takes places helps the 

reader to feel part of the story. It can set the scene and help the 

reader to understand what your characters are going through, and 

how they may be feeling.

Objective: Describe in detail where different parts of your 

story will take place at St Mary’s Stadium.

TASK
By looking at the pictures, write sentences to describe what you 

can see and what you would be doing on a match day at St Mary’s 

Stadium. Think back to our last lesson, what language should you 

use to do this? 
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LESSON 3 
Forming Characters

In the boxes below, draw your 2 characters:

Name (you) Name

Objective:  
›  Create and describe characters for your story.

›  Write about how your characters would be feeling in the   

      different settings on a match day.

TASK
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Who are the main characters? What details can you  
give about them? 

How are your characters feeling at the start of the match?

How are your characters feeling at half time?

What might your character be thinking after the match?
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LESSON 4 
my Character’s Story 

A fronted adverbial is a word or phrase that can be used like an 

adverb to add detail or further information to a verb. They explain 

how, where or when something happened, for example:

Suddenly, Alex McCarthy sprung into the air and grasped the ball.

In the blink of an eye, the referee had pointed to the penalty spot.

Upstairs, I could hear the roar of thousands of Southampton FC fans.

Using the fronted adverbials sheet, write 3 sentences with 
different starters:

TASK 1

Objective:  
›  Create ideas about what happens after the match finishes. 

›  Use fronted adverbials in your writing.
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Can you write 3 more sentences with fronted adverbials, based 
on events that may happen during a football match?

TASK 2
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LESSON 5 
Punctuation and Grammar 

Capital letters: We use capital letters for the first letter of a 

sentence, names, days and months. 

Apostrophes: Can be used to indicate that someone owns 

something (‘s) (possessive). They can also be used when you 

combine two words (they + have = they’ve) (omission).

Example: Stuart Armstrong’s football boots are brand new.  

They’ll make him run faster.

Full stops: Should always be used to end a sentence.

Example: On Tuesday, Southampton FC are going to play 

Tottenham Hotspur FC.

Question marks: Used at the end of a sentence when asking a 

question.

Example: Who are Southampton FC going to be playing this 

weekend? 

Objective:  
Learn how to punctuate sentences using:

›  Capital letters   ›  Full stops         ›  Commas

›  Apostrophes   ›  Question marks
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Comma: Can be used to separate a word or phrase that has been 

added to a sentence to add extra information. They can also be 

used to separate items in a list. However, the last item in the list 

has an ‘and’ before it, rather than a comma. 

Example: Ralph Hasenhüttl applauded his players, they had 

played extremely well. The players had attacked, defended and 

communicated fantastically.
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The sentences below are missing capital letters, full stops or 
questions marks. Can you re-write the sentences below correctly? 

the stadium in southampton Was full 

Saints wear Red and White Stripes 

How Loud did the crowd cheer

In the space below, can you write a sentence that uses commas  
in a list?

Write the word that is made when combining the words below.

He + will =  
Has + not =  
They + have =
Are + not =
She + will = 
I + am =

TASK 1

TASK 2
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LESSON 6 
Punctuation and Grammar

Objective: Learn how to use SCAPS (speech marks, capital 
letter, actual speech, punctuation, speech marks).

Speech marks are needed in a sentence when there is direct 

speech from a character or person within writing. The punctuation 

when writing direct speech is written in this order:

“Let’s make sure we try our best today!”  Ralph said.

Example: 
“What a goal!” shouted Danny Ings.

“Do you want to meet the players?” said Oriol Romeu.

“Great tackle,” replied Yan Valery.

“Saints won the match today!” bragged Ralph.
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In the boxes below, can you write 3 pieces of direct speech that 
your characters might say on a Southampton FC match day.

TASK
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LESSON 7 
Structuring my Story 

Objective: Set an order for the paragraphs in your story.

Having a structure to a story is very important. It makes a story 

easier to write, as there is a logical sequence to what you are 

writing. Because of this, the reader can follow the story much easier.

Introduction:

Paragraph 1:
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Paragraph 2:

Ending:
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my STORY - DRAFT
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my STORY
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notes
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